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Abstrat

We propose a modi�ed version of the Horowitz-Maldaena �nal-state

boundary ondition based upon a matter-radiation thermalization hy-

pothesis on the Blak Hole interior, whih translates into a partiular

entangled state with thermal Shmidt oe�ients. We investigate the on-

sequenes of this proposal for matter entering the horizon, as desribed

by a Canonial density matrix haraterized by the matter temperature

T . The emitted radiation is expliitly alulated and is shown to follow

a thermal spetrum with an e�etive temperature Teff . We analyse the

evaporation proess in the quasi-stati approximation, highlighting impor-

tant di�erenes in the late stages with respet to the usual semilassial

evolution, and alulate the �delity of the emitted Hawking radiation rel-

ative to the infalling matter.

Blak Holes (BHs) are probably the most fasinating objets in our Universe.

Although initially related to the General Theory of Relativity, they have be-

ome an interdisiplinary �eld, where ideas from Thermodynamis, Quantum

Field Theory in Curved Spaetimes, String Theory and Quantum Information

are applied in order to understand those aspets whih go beyond the purely

gravitational ontext. Among them, the most spetaular is the BH evaporation

e�et [1℄, whih shows that quantum BHs, unlike their lassial ounterparts,

emit partiles in the form of thermal radiation. Even more intriguing is the sug-

gestion Hawking made [2℄ that blak holes will evaporate ompletely and the

information about their formation will be lost forever. Obviously, if the whole

proess is governed by a unitary transformation, as demanded by Quantum

Mehanis, no information an be lost. This question, however, is still under

debate, and several hypothesis have been suggested [3℄.

Reently, Horowitz and Maldaena [4℄ (HM, hereafter) have made a proposal

to desribe this transformation based on a �nal-state projetion ondition, whih
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resembles quantum teleportation (but without a lassial ommuniation han-

nel). In the original HM proposal, matter inside the BH is in a maximally

entangled state with the inoming Hawking radiation. The unknown e�ets of

quantum gravity are enoded into an additional unitary transformation S ating

on matter states alone. The overall transformation ating on matter entering

the horizon is obtained by the projetion onto this �nal state.

Several omments and modi�ations of this interesting proposal have been

disussed later. Gottesmann and Preskill [5℄ have argued that the interation

between the ollapsing body and the infalling Hawking radiation would modify

the suggested maximally entangled state, and this modi�ation gives rise, in

general, to a loss of information. Following this idea, in [6℄ the author allows

for a modi�ed �nal state with random Shmidt oe�ients. As a onsequene,

some information is lost, giving �almost ertain esape� for general states.

In this letter, we propose a di�erent form for the HM entangled state, whih

is in fat desribed by a thermal spetrum. Several arguments will be given to

justify this proposal. We will then determine expliitly the radiation emitted by

the BH, and analyze both the onsequenes regarding the evaporation proess

and the relation between the information ontained in the infalling matter and

that of the emitted Hawking radiation. We use units suh that G = ~ = c =

kB = 1.

Let us begin with a brief desription of the �nal-state projetion proposal.

The Hilbert spae of the infalling matter plus Hawking radiation an be written

as

H = H M 
 Hin 
 Hout (1)

where H M orresponds to matter degrees of freedom, and H in (H out) stands for

the inoming (outgoing) Hawking radiation, desribed by an entangled thermal

state belonging to H in 
 Hout. We denote this state by j�iin
 out and an be

expressed, in a ompat form, as

j�iin
 out =
X

j

�
TH
j
jjiin 
 jjiout: (2)

In the above equation, the states jjiin (jjiout) denote Fok states for the

inoming (outgoing) radiation. In a more detailed way, we an write

jjiin = jN 1N 2:::iin (3)

(analogously for jjiout ), where N i denotes the oupation number for frequeny

!i , (i= 1;2;:::) and we have to take into aount all possible positive frequen-

ies. Following these onventions, the oe�ients in Eq. (2) would read as

�
TH
j =

1
p
ZH

exp(� �H �j=2); (4)

with �j the energy orresponding to the Fok state (3), �H = 1=TH the inverse

of the Hawking temperature, given, for the Shwarzshild BH, by TH = 1=8�M

(M is its mass), and

1p
Z H

is a normalization fator.
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Following HM, the matter state inside the BH, together with the infalling

radiation, form a pure entangled state j iM 
 in , written in the form

j iM 
 in =
X

j

�jjjiM 
 jjiin: (5)

The states fjjiM g form an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert spae H M .

In the original proposal, it is suggested that this state is maximally entangled,

therefore all the �j would be the same. Moreover, as mentioned above, a BH

unitary transformation S ating on matter degrees of freedom is inluded in that

proposal. We will, however, keep the above form, with yet unde�ned oe�ients

�j, as a starting point for our disussion.

Let us �rst ompare Eqs. (2) and (5). From eah of them one an obtain

the density matrix desribing the infalling Hawking radiation, by traing out

over the remaining degrees of freedom. For onsisteny, both expressions should

oinide, i.e.:

�in = trout(j�iin
 out in
 outh�j)= trM (j iM 
 in M 
 inh j): (6)

In other words,

�in =
X

j

(�
TH
j
)
2
jjiin inhjj=

X

j

(�j)
2
jjiin inhjj (7)

whih implies �j = �
TH
j 8j . As a onsequene, the state j iM 
 in desribed by

Eq. (5) adopts the form of a thermal state, similar to Eq. (2). More preisely,

if we trae out the inoming radiation, the resulting density matrix is given by

�M = trin(j iM 
 in M 
 inh j)=
X

j

(�
TH
j )

2
jjiM M hjj; (8)

where the diagonal elements (�
TH
j )2 follow a (Canonial) thermal distribution

with temperature equal to the Hawking temperature. Let us disuss this result

in more detail. One ould argue that, as matter enters the horizon, it would

eventually thermalize with the inoming radiation, and �nally adopt a thermal

distribution with the same temperature (the Hawking temperature). A sup-

porting argument for this hypothesis is given in [7℄, where it is laimed that, as

a spae-like singularity is approahed, solutions to Einstein's equations beome

haoti, with rapid yles through all states in the Hilbert spae, so that time

averages give the same results as ensemble averages on a thermal system.

We also note that the above suggested (thermal) form for j iM 
 in has also

been disussed in [8℄ within the ontext of gravitational ollapse of a matter

shell (desribed by a salar massless �eld). It is then shown that, for a given

frequeny !, the stationary state of matter and inoming radiation inside the

blak hole is a �maximally entangled two-mode squeezed� state with oe�ients

given by Eq. (4). However, when disussing the �nal state projetion, in this

referene the author also inludes the unknown S matrix disussed in the HM

proposal. Our point of view is di�erent: given the arguments above, we suggest
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the state j iM 
 in as the state to be used for the �nal state projetion. In this

way, our proposal resembles the one in [6℄ (ompare Eq. (6) in this referene

with our Eq. (5)), but now the �j's to be used, instead of possessing a random

distribution, have a thermal one, shown in (4).

This spei� form for the �nal state allows us to make expliit alulations for

the emitted radiation within the ontext of �nal state projetion, as suggested

by HM. Following these ideas, we de�ne the projetor

�M 
 in = j iM 
 in M 
 inh j: (9)

An inoming state of matter j�iM entering the horizon would be transformed

into the state j�iout of outgoing Hawking radiation, aording to the projetion

�M 
 in(j�iM j�iin
 out)= j iM 
 inj�iout: (10)

In order to study more realisti situations, we generalize the above rule to

matter desribed by a density matrix. This would be the ase, for example, when

we onsider a nondegenerate gas falling into the blak hole, as we disuss later.

Let �M be the matter density matrix, and de�ne �in
 out = j�iin
 out in
 outh�j.

We extend the �nal state projetion in the straightforward way

�M 
 in(�M 
 �in
 out)�M 
 in � j iM 
 in M 
 inh j
 ��out; (11)

where ��out � M 
 inh j(�M 
 �in
 out)j iM 
 in is the unnormalized density matrix

desribing the outgoing Hawking radiation. After some algebra, one obtains the

following result for the normalized density matrix:

�out =

P

i;j
�M ij�

TH
i �

TH
j jiiout outhjj

P

i
�M ii(�

TH
i )2

; (12)

with �M ij = M hij�M jjiM the matrix elements of �M . As a partiular ase,

whih will be useful for further disussions, let us assume that the infalling

matter is desribed by a Canonial ensemble haraterized by a temperature T ,

suh that �M = 1

Z

P

i
e� ��ijiiM M hijand � = 1=T . Here Z =

P

i
e� ��i is the

matter partition funtion. In this ase, it is straightforward to obtain

�out =
1

Zeff

X

i

e
� �ef f �i

i jiiout outhij;

where �eff = � + �H and Zeff �
P

i
e
� �ef f �i

i . From the above equation, we

immediately see that, as a onsequene of the model introdued in this paper,

the BH radiates with an e�etive temperature

Teff =
TTH

T + TH
: (13)

Suppose we onsider the infall of matter inside a BH. This situation ould

orrespond to the aretion disk around a solar mass (or larger) BH. The gas
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an be desribed by a non-degenerate (Canonial) distribution funtion. The

temperature of the gas in the inner disk depends on several parameters suh

as the mass of the BH, the distane to the enter and the visosity of the gas,

but typially one �nds temperatures T � 107K [9℄. For M � M � , the Hawing

temperature is TH � 10� 7K . Sine T � TH the blak hole emits radiation

at the usual Hawking temperature Teff � TH . Using standard arguments,

let us now onsider the evaporation proess modeled as a sequene of quasi-

stationary states, eah of them radiating with the instantaneous temperature

Teff = Teff(T;TH (M (t))), whih varies with time, and where the BH mass

M (t) satis�es the evolution equation

dM

dt
= � 4�R

2

S�T
4

eff; (14)

with R s = 2M the Shwarzshild radius and � is the Stefan-Boltzmann on-

stant. In the usual ase Teff ! TH and we have that the BH ooling time

(orresponding to omplete evaporation) is tc =
256�

3

3�
M 3

0 , where M 0 = M (0)

is the BH initial mass. Now, de�ning m = M (t)=M 0 and � = t=tc the above

equation an be rewritten as

dm

d�
= �

4m 2

3(1+ m )4
; (15)

where  = T=T0H and T 0
H = 1=8�M 0 is the initial Hawking temperature.

Eq. (15) shows two di�erent regimes. The �rst one orresponds to m =

T=TH (t) � 1 . During this phase one has Teff ’ TH and the evaporation

proeeds as in the standard ase, i.e. m 3 ’ 1� � . However, when m  � 1,

that is T � TH (t) and Teff ’ T , the evolution is drastially modi�ed to

m ’ 3=4� , i.e. the mass goes to zero asymptotially, rather than showing a

�nite evaporation time.

For the example desribed above, one has  � 1014 , whih means that

the transition m � 1 ours at � = �1 � 1 � 10� 42, when the BH mass is

M � M 0= � 1019g:Suh a mass is ertainly marosopi, and well above the

Plank mass sale, where quantum gravity e�ets are thought to dominate the

evaporation. Equivalently, the transition orresponds to TH � T . As we show

below, at this stage the information released by the evaporating BH starts to

approah the one orresponding to the initial infalling matter.

In order to ompare how muh information have in ommon the inom-

ing matter and the outgoing radiation, we ompute the �delity F (�out;�M )=

tr[�
1=2

M
�out�

1=2

M
]1=2 between �M and �out . Notie, however, that these two op-

erators are expressed in di�erent basis. Therefore, we �rst add the operator U 0

whih performs the trivial, information onserving map U 0jiiM = jiiout . After

some simple algebra, one obtains

F (�out;�M )=
1

(ZZeff)
1=2

X

j

e
� (�+ �ef f )�j=2: (16)
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Figure 1: Fidelity of �out with respet to �M , as alulated from Eq. (17).

It is simpler to take logs on the above expression. For example, one has

logZ = �
P

!
log(1� e� �!). We perform the sum over frequenies by using a

simple box normalization, i.e.

P

!
� ! V

R
d
3
!

(2�)3
, where V is the box volume,

whih we take as V = 4

3
�R3

s . The remaining terms in Eq. (16) are alulated

in a similar way, giving the �nal expression

logF (�out;�M )= �
24y4 + 48y3 + 33y2 + 9y+ 1

8640y3(2y2 + 3y+ 1)3
: (17)

The latter formula depends only on the ratio y = TH =T .

The resulting expression, Eq. (17), is plotted in Fig. 1, as a funtion of y

for the most relevant range. As it follows from the above formula, F (�out;�M )

is exponentially suppressed for T � TH , and beomes lose to unity as TH

approahes T . Let us return to the astrophysial senario desribed previ-

ously. Initially, we have y = 1= � 10� 14; therefore, for similar senarios

F (�out;�M )� ! 0 , and the Hawking radiation does not ontain the informa-

tion about the infalling matter. Now assume that the aretion eventually stops,

and that the BH ontinues to evaporate, so that M dereases and TH inreases

aordingly. Following the above results, the information arried out by the

areted mass will be approximately reovered when T � TH or, in other words,

when the BH approahes the asymptoti evaporation phase.

To sum up the results presented in this letter, using a thermalized �nal-state

projetion model, slightly di�erent from the original proposal by Horowitz and

Maldaena, we onsidered the infall of matter (in the form of a thermal gas

haraterized by a temperature T ) into the Blak Hole. Our model allows to

quantitatively determine the form of the radiation emitted by the Blak Hole,

whih is thermal at the temperature Teff given in eq. (13). Modeling the

evaporation proess as a sequene of quasi-stationary states, eah haraterized

by the instantaneous temperature Teff , we have shown that, for realisti values
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of the Blak Hole initial mass M 0 and of T , the emission rate is the standard

one, i.e. Teff � TH , for most of its lifetime.

Extrapolation of our results to the late stages of the evaporation shows the

transition to a new regime, where Teff reahes its maximum value T and the

blak hole mass goes to zero asymptotially. The �delity, measuring the infor-

mation ontent in the emitted radiation relative to the initial infalling matter,

is essentially zero during the �rst phase of the evaporation, and goes to unity as

the BH approahes the asymptoti regime, when information from the infalling

matter would be released.
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